Demonstrating the myCBR Rest API
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Abstract. Case-based reasoning (CBR) tools are important to reduce the effort of developing CBR systems. myCBR has been a tool for researchers and practitioners over the last ten years providing CBR system building blocks and functionality through the myCBR-SDK and means to develop CBR models in the myCBR-workbench. In this paper we present the myCBR Rest API which exposes the functionality of both myCBR-SDK and myCBR-workbench through a RESTful API. It includes the myCBR-SDK functionality to enable researchers the fast development and experimentation of CBR applications from not only Java, but from the programming language of the developers choice. Most of the myCBR-workbench functionality has also been exposed in the same fashion enabling users to programmatically create, modify and delete CBR models and case-bases, so that the Rest API also allows myCBR to act as a service, and be accessed by the client software through HTTP.
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1 Introduction

CBR tools have been developed since the very beginning of the CBR research activities. The most general CBR tools developed and provided as bundled or open source software are COLIBRIStudio (and their predecessors COLIBRI, jCOLIBRI) [5], CBRworks [16] and its successor myCBR[18]. Furthermore there are more specific CBR tools targeting certain domains or case representations. For process-oriented CBR, the Collaborative Agent-based Knowledge Engine (CAKE) [3] has been introduced, while CREEK [1] is a tool for knowledge-intense CBR and (B)EAR [9,10] focuses on the adaptation in CBR systems. In addition there are also application specific tools such as eXIT2CBR for medical diagnosis.

myCBR1, which is the basis of this work, was developed by German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) and has been introduced as rapid prototyping tool for research and industrial applications. Initially, myCBR was introduced as an add-on to the Protége ontology tool [13], but later re-implemented
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1 http://mycbr-project.org
as a Java standalone tool and software development kit (SDK) [2]. Up until today, using MYCBR still required the CBR system to be integrated in a Java environment.

Allowing users to model a CBR system using MYCBR’s workbench and then deploying the application as a web service would make it easier to build, test, compare and deploy CBR applications.

Much of the current success of Machine Learning can be linked to the availability of machine learning models in tools like Scikit-learn [14] and Keras [4]. Such tools allows researchers and developers to use the methods more easily and provide reproducible results [15]. Currently successful Machine Learning APIs are DialogFlow\(^2\), TensorFlow.js\(^3\) or the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit\(^4\). They all have in common that users interact with them via web pages or web services. Users of such services take responsibility for the provision of data, configuration of each method’s parameters, and validation and verification of the results. The services provide the functionality of the core methods.

RESTful (REpresentational State Transfer) Application Programming Interface (API) [7] is the current state-of-the-art to provide web services. Restful APIs, or Rest APIs, have been developed and their services have been deployed in industry over many years. However, in research they have not received a lot of attention. We believe, however, that implementing research prototypes using a Rest API can be a way forward to ease the development of systems in general, and CBR systems in particular.

2 MYCBR Rest API

MYCBR applications are typically built as a Java application on top of the MYCBR-SDK Java library. MYCBR-REST is designed to expose MYCBR’s modeling functionality (e.g. creating concepts and similarity functions) and MYCBR’s runtime functionality through a HTTP REST API. This enables the user to programatically access the features of what was previously exposed through two different tools (MYCBR workbench and MYCBR-SDK) into an API. This API is also conveniently accessible from all programming languages that support accessing HTTP REST APIs. Figure 1 shows the architecture of this design.

The Rest API has been implemented using the Spring Boot Framework and configured to expose its documentation via a tool called swagger. From swagger a developer can use the interactive documentation for testing requests and developing applications.

During the demo, we will show how use the Rest API to obtain information about the case representation, carry out the retrieval as well as evaluating the results. We will provide examples using Python 3, however the Rest API can be used with all programming languages languages that support Rest API and parsing JSON objects.

\(^2\) https://dialogflow.com/
\(^3\) https://www.tensorflow.org/js/
\(^4\) https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cognitive-toolkit/
2.1 Retrieval

Figure 3 shows how the retrieval against the Rest API can be implemented. The JSON data returned by the API can be directly included in data frames and further evaluated from there.

3 Experiments and Applications

The myCBR Rest API described in this demo has been used to build and experiment with CBR systems over the last years. In the following, we will describe the different areas of application.
3.1 Application in Research Projects

Up to today the integration of a CBR component as a web service required a Java-based framework. With the presented work, a CBR engine can be developed and easily deployed. One of the currently running CBR applications developed in the selfBACK project [12] uses this infrastructure. Here the myCBR-driven engine is the core of the decision support system to compare patient profiles and generate self-management plans for low back pain patients. Moreover the extended RESTful services are used to monitor and evaluate the patient’s progress and provide responses to clinicians.

Furthermore, research prototypes have been developed in the last three years. Skjold et al. [17] presented an application focusing on adapting sandwich recipes using CBR. In this application the Rest API has been used as the backend to carry out the similarity-based retrieval and building ephemeral case bases for the adaptation processes. In Engin et al. [6], Verma et al. [19] and Jaiswal et al. [8] the Rest API was used in combination with Python to prototype and evaluate different CBR methods.

In Mathisen et al. [11] Rest API is used to evaluate the performance of different neural network architectures used as a amalgamation function. The neural amalgamation function can be used to add different pre-trained neural networks to be used a global similarity function.

3.2 Application in Education

During the last two years while the API has been developed, we introduced it to students who then implemented CBR systems during courses at Master’s and PhD level. Especially web-based applications such as IntelliMeal ([17]) were created. In the beginning of the courses we gave an introduction explaining on
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5 The prototype of IntelliMeal is available at http://hv-6151.idi.ntnu.no
how to create a myCBR project using the myCBR tutorial\(^6\), followed by the introduction to the myCBR Rest API similar to the examples given in the aforementioned iPython Notebook. Until now, about ten myCBR applications have been developed and experimented with at NTNU using the introduced approach while four more are currently under development.

Compared to the Java-only approach we see that the time until the first prototype is up and running is dramatically reduced. Also, for a basic CBR system, no Java knowledge is needed and students can focus on case representations, similarity measure development or adaptation strategies. The students found it convenient to interact through the REST interface, so that the integration of a CBR component in a more comprehensive data processing pipeline is feasible.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

This demo presents a further development of the myCBR tool that allows developers and researchers easier prototyping, integration and deployment of CBR systems. The myCBR Rest API creates CBR services that can be deployed and used anywhere as well as it allows a systematic evaluation of the CBR systems. All content provided in this paper is made available on GitHub under LGPL to be shared with the community\(^7\). In conclusion, the myCBR Rest API provides a flexible framework for creating CBR systems and developing new components. Moreover, it lowers the entry bar to experiment with Case-Based Reasoning and compare it with other AI methods.
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